Step 4: CREATE YOUR TIMELINE of SCIENCE CAREER STEPS

1. What science-related career is best for you to pursue? ________________
   What is your back-up career if this doesn’t work out? ________________

2. How much help did you decide you need to pursue your career goals?
   (look at the “Lining Up Your Science Career” handout)
   a lot   some   a little   none

3. Which opportunities are you looking for – or have you already lined up –
   so far? ____________________________________________________________
   _____________________________________________________________________

4. What challenges do you need to anticipate and prepare for? _________
   _____________________________________________________________________
   _____________________________________________________________________

5. Use the space below to list the steps to your career, and to organize
   them chronologically (starting from today all the way to your long
   range goal). Include all information from above in your notes.

Continue on back…
6. Create a Timeline of Career Steps here: